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Abstract
Alzheimer’s disease (AD), the most common form of dementia, is a degenerative disorder of the brain that leads to
memory loss. Alzheimer's disease is a neurological disorder in which the death of brain cells causes memory loss
and cognitive decline. The disease starts mild and gets progressively worse. It first involves the parts of the brain
that control thought, memory and language. People with AD may have trouble remembering things that happened
recently or names of people they know. Dementia is a general term that describes a significant loss of intellectual
abilities, including memory, the ability to reason, and other cognitive and behavioral changes that can interfere with
daily life. While a number of health conditions can lead to dementia and related brain deterioration, the most
common cause is Alzheimer’s disease.
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INTRODUCTION:
5 million people live with Alzheimer's disease (AD)
in the USA, and it is forecasted that by the year 2025
there will be an average 50% increase in patients with
AD [1]. AD is a principal cause of dementia in the
aging population [2]. AD experienced patients
symptoms including memory loss, cognitive
alterations and behavioral changes [3, 4]. The
dementia in AD patients are associated with
neurodegeneration that is characterized primarily by
synaptic injury [5-7] followed by neuronal loss [8].
This is accompanied by astrogliosis [9], microglial
cell proliferation [10, 11] and the presence of
neurofibrillary tangles composed of dystrophic
neurites and hyperphosphorylated tau [5, 12-16].
Recent studies have uncovered evidence, suggesting
that another component to the neurodegenerative
process in AD might include the possibility of
interference with the process of adult neurogenesis in
the hippocampus [17, 18]. AD is normally founded in
aged people and characterized by malfunctioning of
different biochemical pathways. AD has been
associated with a significant decrease in the amount
of acetylcholine (ACh) by breaking down of ACh.
ACh is a neurotransmitter that transmits signal in the
synapse, after delivering signal ACh is hydrolyzed
and given choline and acetyl group in a reaction
catalyzed by the enzyme AChE and its
pharmacological action is done primarily by acetyl
cholinesterase
(AChE)
and
secondary
by
butyrylcholinesterase (BChE). Over activity of AChE
and BChE enzymes are responsible for the
development of different neurological disorder like
AD, Parkinson’s disease etc [19].
Epidemiological studies have revealed that AD is the
leading cause of dementia, accounting for about 50%
of all cases worldwide [20]. Aging is the most
obvious risk factor for developing AD. It was
estimated that the age-associated prevalence rate of
AD would be doubled every 5 years in the patients
beyond 65 years of age [21]. Moreover aging, several
other possible biological (such as genetic alterations
and polymorphisms, and abnormal immune or
inflammatory responses) and environmental factors
(such as education, traumatic injury, oxidative stress,
drugs, and hormone replacement) and the interactions
among these factors have been considered to be
contributors to a common pathway leading to AD
[22, 23].
Dementia is a progressive, incurable illness. In
patients with advanced dementia, the final year of life
is characterized by a trajectory of persistently severe
disability [24]. Stage 7 on the Global Deterioration
Scale (ranging from 1 to 7, with higher stages
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indicating worse dementia) provides a useful
description of the features of advanced dementia
[25], including profound memory deficits (e.g.,
inability to recognize family members), minimal
verbal abilities, inability to ambulate independently,
inability to perform any activities of daily living, and
urinary and fecal incontinence.
The clinical course of advanced dementia was
described in the Choices, Attitudes, and Strategies for
Care of Advanced Dementia at the End-of-Life
(CASCADE) study, which prospectively followed
323 nursing home residents with this condition for 18
months. [26] The median survival was 1.3 years. The
most common clinical complications were eating
problems (86% of patients), febrile episodes (53% of
patients), and pneumonia (41% of patients).
SYMPTOMS OF ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE:
Alzheimer’s disease symptoms vary along with
individuals. The most familiar primary symptom is a
increasingly worsening ability to remember new
information. This memory decline occurs because the
first neurons to malfunction and die are usually
neurons in brain regions involved in forming new
memories. As neurons in other parts of the brain
malfunction and die, individuals experience other
difficulties. The common symptoms of Alzheimer’s:
Memory loss that disrupts daily life, challenges in
planning or solving problems, difficulty completing
familiar tasks at home, at work or at leisure,
confusion with time or place, trouble understanding
visual images and spatial relationships, new problems
with words in speaking or writing.
CAUSES OF ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE:
Development of Alzheimer disease is related to 2
abnormal proteins in the brain called βamyloid and tau, which are toxic to nerve cells
(neurons) in the brain. The buildup of these proteins
in neurons eventually leads to neuron death,
worsened brain function, and symptoms of
dementia. Like all types of dementia, Alzheimer's is
caused by brain cell death. It is a neurodegenerative
disease, which means there is progressive brain cell
death that happens over a course of time. Dementia is
a term used to describe a decline in mental abilities
including memory, language, and logical thinking.
The total brain size shrinks with Alzheimer's - the
tissue has progressively fewer nerve cells and
connections. While they cannot be seen or tested in
the living brain affected by Alzheimer's disease,
autopsy will always show tiny inclusions in the nerve
tissue, called plaques and tangles [27, 28]. Plaques
are found between the dying cells in the brain - from
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the build-up of a protein called beta-amyloid (you
may hear the term "amyloid plaques"). The tangles
are within the brain neurons - from a disintegration of
another protein, called tau. The exact trigger for
Alzheimer disease is unknown. It tends to run in
families, meaning there is a genetic component. More
than 30 genes have been identified that may be
involved in Alzheimer disease. Three genes have
been found to be passed down from parent to child in
a “dominant” manner, with about half of children of
an affected parent also eventually developing
Alzheimer disease. A small percentage of
Alzheimer’s cases (an estimated 1 percent or less)
develop as a result of mutations to any of three
specific genes. A genetic mutation is an abnormal
change in the sequence of chemical pairs that make
up genes.
RISK
FACTORS
FOR
ALZHEIMER’S
DISEASE:
With the exception of the rare cases of Alzheimer’s
disease caused by genetic mutations, experts believe
that Alzheimer’s, like other common chronic
diseases, develops as a result of multiple factors
rather than a single cause. The greatest risk factor for
Alzheimer’s disease is age. Most people with
Alzheimer’s disease are diagnosed at age 65 or older.
People younger than 65 can also develop the disease,
although this is much more rare. Another strong risk
factor is family history. Those who have a parent,
brother, sister or child with Alzheimer’s is more
likely to develop the disease. The risk increases if
more than one family member has the illness. When
diseases tend to run in families, either heredity
(genetics) or environmental factors, or both, may play
a role. Having a certain gene (the apolipoprotein E or
APOE gene) puts a person, depending on their
specific genetics, at three to eight times more risk
than a person without the gene.
TREATMENT OF ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE:
Pharmacologic intervention for Alzheimer's disease is
only palliative and provides modest short-term
benefit. None of the currently available therapeutic
agents have been shown to alter the underlying
neurodegenerative process. Current therapies are
aimed at either improving cholinergic transmission
within the CNS or preventing excitotoxic actions
resulting from overstimulation of N-methyl-Daspartic acid (NMDA)-glutamate receptors in
selected brain areas. It is postulated that inhibition of
acetylcholinesterase (AChE) within the CNS will
improve cholinergic transmission, at least at those
neurons that are still functioning. Currently, four
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reversible AChE inhibitors are approved for the
treatment of mild to moderate Alzheimer's disease.
Stimulation of glutamate receptors in the CNS
appears to be critical for the formation of certain
memories; however, overstimulation of glutamate
receptors, particularly of the NMDA type, has been
shown to result in excitotoxic effects on neurons and
is suggested as a mechanism for neurodegenerative or
apoptotic (programmed cell death) processes.
Binding of glutamate to the NMDA receptor assists
in the opening of an associated ion channel that
allows Na+ and, particularly, Ca2+ to enter the neuron.
Unfortunately, excess intracellular Ca2+ can activate a
number of processes that ultimately damage neurons
and lead to apoptosis. Antagonists of the NMDAglutamate receptor are often neuroprotective,
preventing the loss of neurons following ischemic
and other injuries.
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